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ABSTRACT

Today, education is not just confined to books. It goes much beyond that. In today’s world, what is most important is a child’s holistic development. This is why parents focus on extracurricular activities and value education along with academics. It feels like moral values are almost disappearing in today’s generation. To resolve this, value education is the best solution. Through Val-ed, as it is commonly known, we can develop the children into people with a strong character. Such children know how to utilize their knowledge for the advantage of mankind. Education is a strong weapon that can change the world. Here, education refers to both academic as well as moral value education. As much as academic education is important, value education is important too. It has the power to change the world. We have discussed the importance of value education in this article.
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Introduction

Education is a lifelong process and one’s personality development starts from school. Schools build the base for a student’s future. This is why it is said that schools play a significant role in providing value education or moral education. All schools and even a few colleges have separate classes for value education. Val-ed aims at training the children to face the outer world with the right values and attitude. This is a process of the overall personality development of a student. Character development, personality development, citizenship development, and spiritual development form part of value education. Some people think values are an inborn character of a child and can never be developed. But, this is not true. A good school and value education sessions can change the character of a person drastically. Once you understand the importance of value education in schools or life in general, you will understand calculators for schools and how vast and important this is. Before we move on to understand the importance of value education, let us first understand what value education is. Value education means to teach universal values like moral values, honestly, patience, etc to students. The sole purpose of this is the development of the personality of a student. This helps students in all dimensions so that they can serve their country more democratic, cohesive, socially, and responsibly. To put it together, value education means

- The full development of children’s personality in its physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual aspects.
- Development of good manners and responsibility towards citizenship.
- The way of thinking and living should be developing at the democratic level.
Developing patience, honesty, moral values, etc.

**Importance of Value Education**

Value education is very important to shape a child to become successful in the future. The attitude, behavior, and overall perception of the child change, and for the good. There are many advantages to value education. We have mentioned the importance of value education in the points below

- The students become more responsible for their behavior with teachers and fellow students.
- The students become regular with their home works and class works.
- They learn to cooperate with the teachers and fellow students in every situation.
- They learn to handle every situation in class with maturity.
- The students become attentive in class.
- It helps students to make their own decision without any hesitation.
- It develops a positive mind and a good attitude.
- Value education creates a strong relationship between students and teachers.

**Importance of Value Education in Schools**

At the school level, a student can understand and learn various life lessons. Value education teaches them and moulds them into such people who can ideally be role models when they are old enough. Some of the major advantages of value education in schools are

- **Character development:** Value education helps the students to develop their character. This improves the inner personality of a student. Mental strength also improves by this.
- **Personality development:** Value education helps the student to develop the inner and external personality of the student. Physical, social, and mental personalities will emerge in the student.
- **Citizenship education:** This includes the social and behavioral aspects of the students towards citizenship. The ethical values develop towards the citizenship of the student.

**Importance of Value Education in Life**

On a larger scale, value education is very important in the life of a person. It paves way for a brighter future. Educated and well-mannered people can survive in the rat race of the world better than ill-mannered persons. It also helps to get better job opportunities and maintain a good standard of living. Some of the main advantages of value education in life are

- Makes future better
- Serves as a backbone of society
- Changes perspective of a person
- Develops moral values and patience
- Helps in understanding things better and more precisely

**How Does Value Education Help in Attaining Life Goals**

Value education is essential to developing an individual. It helps them in many ways. You can attain all your life goals through value education and here’s how

- It gives a positive direction to the students to shape their future and even helps them to know the purpose of their life.
- It teaches them the best way to live that can be beneficial to individuals as well as the people around them.
Value education also helps the students to become more and more responsible and sensible. It helps them to understand the perspective of life in a better way and lead a successful life as a responsible citizen. It also helps students to develop strong relationships with family and friends. Develops the character and personality of the students. Value education develops a positive view of life in the student’s mind.

Methods of Teaching Value Education
There are many methodologies and techniques to teach value education. Out of the many, four are widely used. They are
- **Classroom learning activities methods:** This method includes direct presentation, discussions, reading, listening, etc., taught by the teachers.
- **Practical activity method:** This method includes a practical description of the strategies. This practical knowledge enhances the learning skills and lives life by doing practical by own self.
- **Socialized techniques:** This includes the learner involved in the practical activities and experiences which represent the functions and problems of agents in socialization.
- **Incident learning method:** This gives the study of an episode or experience in the life of an individual group.

The need for Value Education
Now that we have discussed the importance of value education, you may still wonder why is it needed. The answer is simple. We have explained the same in the points below.
- **Moral awareness:** Moral awareness should enhance the progress in science and technology towards the latest trends.
- **Shared values:** This will enhance the traditional and social benefits of the person, which is essential for the nation to develop.
- **Consciously plan value education:** This will establish formal learning as sometimes teachers pass values both consciously and unconsciously. There should be the encouragement of only conscious values.
- **Enhance thinking ability:** The value of education enhance your thinking ability and moral values. Mental and social thinking increases to enhance good value towards society.

Conclusion
Clearly, value-based education is essential for the holistic development of a child. Value education develops a well-balanced individual with a strong character and value. That is why you should send your child to a school that offers valuable education. We hope this importance of value education essay has helped you. You can find more such information on our website or hire professional essay writers who will help you with academic writing. Send this article to friends and family and ask them to focus on value education more. Let us know your thoughts in the comment section below. For more information on the same or similar topics, ask us down below. We will provide all the required information to you at the earliest.
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